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A New York Times Bestseller You can find more older people in the us today than previously. They are our parents and
grandparents, our aunts and uncles and in-laws. Psychologist and bestselling article writer Mary Pipher maps out
strategies that help bridge the gaps that individual us from our elders.A DIFFERENT COUNTRY is a field information to
this tough terrain for a generation of baby boomers who have found themselves unprepared to look after those who have
always looked after them. On the other hand, adults in two-career family members are struggling to divide their time
among their kids, their jobs, and their aging parents--searching for the right words to talk about loneliness,
forgetfulness, or offering the house. They're living longer, however in a culture which has arrive to worship youth--a
culture where families have dispersed, communities have broken down, and the elderly are isolated. And with her
inimitable combination of respect and realism, she gives us new means of helping each other--new ways of sharing our
period, our energy, and our appreciate.
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An Ourstanding Valuable Book Another Country is an outstanding, valuable reserve for anyone who is concerned about
parents or grandparents who are aging and need help. The publication is beautifully created - it's a fresh York Times
best vendor. Would have appreciated more research findings. She remarks on the fact our culture has changed
dramatically - people are living longer however our tradition worships youth; If you are getting ready to possibly care for
an elder, or you certainly are a thirty something who would appreciate some guidance on what to expect together with
your parents who are probably entering the first stages of being elderly.Pipher presents many vignettes of adult kids and
their aging parents. Some of these stories demonstrate the helpfulness of a counselor in thinking through tough family
members decisions and in solving contentious family members relationships. Great book!), but that one has already
taught me many methods to rethink my relationship with my parents because they age. Throughout the book she
emphasizes the need for intergenerational community and will be offering ways to implement this. There is a wealth of
information right here for all generations to understand from and put to use within their relationships with each other.
Didn't want independence at all. Well written, well researched This book is if you are curious about how different
cultures age. Moreover, it opens our eye to why certain behaviors and beliefs are items of when we were born and the
proceedings in the world as we grow up. Great Book Excellent book, I learned alot from it. It delves into why "The old
don't desire to be dependent in our dependent phobic culture. Therapists are worthless to elderly folks unless they have
had experience and training---which is lacking in all venues. America has turned into a fast-paced, technologically-
focused lifestyle. It really is for the youth of today who become the elderly of tomorrow. This can be a second copy I've
bought, for a pal to learn. It has me reaching out to family and friends more, yet being accurate to myself. Personally i
think I owe large debt of because of Another Country.It has been years since I've taken a highlighter pen to a reserve
(college! She says adult kids live in "different period zones" from their parents which causes difficulty understanding
each other. So so read We am a big enthusiast of the author from the reserve she wrote, Reviving Ophelia. I really
believe I can refer back again to them often for help and guidance. Mary Pipher's completed for caregivers what she
accomplished for adolescent young ladies in "Reviving Ophelia," and offers my utmost respect as a article writer so
when a person.I guess I'm writing this because the voice of at least yet another person who is definitely dealing with
intergenerational problems. Elder care is as very much of a family issue as child care--if not more so, since everyone has
parents and not everyone chooses to have children. It's nice to learn we're not alone. Most Therapists are useless to
elderly folks - lack experience and training Real concerns of elderly people are described and addressed, based on
medical experience. Shortage of genuine studies of aging issues is noted, few solutions proposed." vs additional cultures
which embrace and respect the wisdom of the elderly. Amazing and callous that no org. I am keeping my copy useful. It
had scientific evaluations but read such as a novel. Pipher uses the wide classification of "young-older" and "old-
previous" in her dialogue -- since this publication was written 20-some years ago, and the "young-outdated" people she
interviewed would right now (if indeed they survive) mainly be "old-old", maybe there's scope for "A DIFFERENT
COUNTRY Revisited"? households live at great distances from one another departing grandparents isolated and alone. It
will make you cry and laugh. I absolutely loved her writing style. Everyone should go through this book!. This book was a
requirement of my class "DEALING WITH . A publication everyone should examine - from teenagers to the elderly. This
book was a requirement for my class "Working With The Elders." As a kid growing up in the south I could relate to most
of the author'swriting and encounters. Mary Pipher interviewed many of the individuals she talk about in her
publication. This is essential read book. The publication revealed so much reality that I was pressured to check out
things out of every aspect. Pipher did it again. Writing about a complicated and often difficult stage in existence, I
browse this for my family members and, ultimately, for myself and what to expect if I live long enough. A must-read for
anyone care-giving an elder or who ?s definitely an elder themselves. With a vocabulary and world all its own, aging is
now less of a mystery to this reader. The case studies and explanations reflect plenty of what I am feeling. Was
expecting more of the same. That may seem a blindingly apparent comment, but it needs to be said because some of the
more critical reviewers seem to have expected the book to be very much broader. Adequate read for the work I do
supporting older individuals in thier home conditions. Pipher, a clinical psychologist, is proficient in seniors and
researched this subject matter extensively. Interesting study of intergenerational relationships Pipher is composing



mostly about a specific place and time, the American midwest in the 1990s, therefore the people she describes are folks
of that place and period. Turned out to be significantly less scholarly and even more anecdotal tha I was expecting. It
really is anecdotal, yes, but the anecdotes are interesting and relevant, and the whole book is both interesting and very
readable. Enjoy it for what it is; it is still relevant today and there is much that can be learned from it about
intergenerational human relationships. Everyone should go through this. Necessary for my daughter's class Got it for my
daughter's class Fascinating. Helped me "get" my MIL and her problematic desire for independence. Recommended.
Very interesting. Helped me understand my MILs have to stand on her behalf own two feet. But not so much with my
mother. She was off by a generation. It is also a delightful publication to read. This book allows one to take a step back
again from the entangled interactions we occasionally have with this parents, siblings, and people of cultures not the
same as our own. Awesome Book I am one of the old-old seniors Mary Pipher writes about. The united states we live with
Fascinating, hopeful, and informative, Ms. PLEASE, PLEASE Purchase THIS BOOK!.Pipher invites us to overcome our
aversion to thinking and discussing death and assists us understand elders. A well-written book that will open your eyes
as well as your hearts to becoming more appreciative for the prosperity of encounters and accumulative knowledge our
aging culture has lived., not even AARP, is wanting to bring counselors for elders up to date. It has been EXCELLENT in
helping me understand how my parents are planning and feeling, this provides you with me better information in
associated with them and assisting them.
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